Clinical Paths (Paths) 
INTRODUCTION
The Clinical Path (Path) has been introduced to improve the efficiency and quality of patient care. Path has similar methodology to Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)/Critical Pathway Method (CPM), that many industries had developed to plan and manage their processes in the 1950s. The earliest use of the Path reported in the health care literature was in the mid-1980s by K. Zander, who adapted the CPM concept to review the delivery of patient care as a management tool for nursing. (1) (2) (3) In current usage of Path, it is similar to Gantt Chart rather than CPM, because Path requires more time than task relationship.
Each Path is designed to describe standard clinical procedures and to manage tasks for patient care. A Path has a structure like that of a two-dimensional table. Its horizontal axis shows progress of care or phase and its vertical axis shows category or classification of patient care. In this paper, we use the term "cell" for inner portion of each grid of the two-dimensional table (Fig. 1 ). Terms and contents of each axis and cell can be freely defined by each hospital. With the progress of medicine, medical staffs would be able to change the format, terms, and contents of Path. Therefore the Path is evolutionary in regard to its format, terms, and contents.
Hospital staffs can share the Path of a patient among themselves. During a patient management, health care personnel check the corresponding item or write text freely in the free-text area on paper-made Path sheet. When whole management of a patient is performed, all the items are checked and blank areas are filled.
It is important to computerize the Path for two reasons. First, it increases the efficiency of paper-based Path. Second, it paves the way to use the data for secondary use.
Schema of Path, and data model are the basis for implementing the Electronic Clinical Path (ECP). However, there is no established general method, model, or format for it. In this regard, we have reported the preliminary results of our research. (4) To use ECP usefully, real-time and on-time onsite inputting anywhere in hospital is desirable, because multiple users retrieve the progress of patient care. By using onsite inputting device medical staffs are able to handle the data at arbitrary time. Furthermore, it removes the transcription error.
Although there have been some reports of ECP, the onsite inputting system has not been fully developed yet. ECP is usually designed or implemented in accordance with the picture size of VDT connected to desktop computer. At present onsite inputting device is a laptop PC on a wagon. This method is unable to assign one PC to one person.
To address the issue, we implemented experimental manufacture system using Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and wireless LAN in a form of Web application. Considering the development stage of hardware, one terminal of PDA to one person is the realistic solution now. Now-a-days inputting device, PDA has reasonable feature to operate ECP in combination with wireless LAN and Web application. Preliminary results on this topic by our group have already been reported. (5) We choose a Semistructured Data Model (SSDM) to describe the properties of Path, and the reason is as follows: There is neither a standard format nor an established schema of a Path, because of the fact that Path has flexible data structure.
We experimentally examined a system with the SSDM as a Web application tool using PDA as inputting device. This system carried out operation of the specification as expected. Users were able to do input and output operation on PDA and PC easily.
We consider that ECP, based on SSDM using PDA, is practical. To our knowledge, this is the first description of an ECP adapted to PDA. Satisfactory results are obtained inspite of limited facilities offered by current feature of hardware and software.
MODELING FOR ECP

Definition of Semistructured Data
The structure of semistructured data is not as rigid, regular, or complete as the structure required by traditional database management system. (6, 7) Semistructured data is often explained as "schemaless" or "self-describing," which indicate no separate existence of description of the type or structure of data. (8) 
Clinical Path as Semistructured Data
We analyzed many Paths and revealed that Paths have common components. Paths have a commonality in structure, however, each Path is defined or organized for specific disease and specific hospital. (9) Path consists of care categories such as medication, clinical examination, consultation, and so forth. These items are collections of data having little structure or schema, hence could be considered under the definition of semistructured data.
We introduced a SSDM to describe the properties of Path, and formalize Path by graph-like representation. We showed that we were able to design ECPs comprehensively by introducing SSDM data model. (4) In this study report, we present a model for Clinical Path.
Path Model Based on SSDM
The unique thing for semistructured data is that the graph-like or tree-like representation of data is possible. (10) A graph is a set of items connected by edges, and each item is called a node. A directed graph is a graph in which every edge is a directed edge. A tree is a connected graph that has no cycles. A rooted tree is a directed tree with a distinguished node called root aligned as such that there is a directed path from root to every other node.
The representative data model of SSDM has structure of both rooted tree and edge labeled graph, and in this paper we simply refer this model to labeled tree.
There are many kinds of labeled tree (10) which are as follows: (1) Nodes without label, (2) nodes with label, and (3) leaf nodes with label and internal nodes without label.
We define the data model of Path based on the second type of labeled tree, which is as follows:
The first line describes that a base type that is used as label consists of integer, string, symbol, and so forth. Symbol would normally be used for attribute or class names. The second line expresses that a tree consists of labels/set of labels and tree pairs. This model allows labels on both leaf and internal nodes.
We show a Path model described by SSDM in Fig. 2 . The model consists of nodes and edges. The root node has Path name or name of the medical treatment as one of its edge. All of the successive hierarchical edges are phases of Path while each node has many edges which are care categories. The structure from root node to care categories is generally defined for all Paths, and the structure of the care category below is individually defined for every Path. 
IMPLEMENTATION System Overview
We implemented a Path of intra-ocular lens implantation. Policy of computerization is based on multi-user system and affinity to paper-based Path system. Users are able to record and retrieve data at any time and from any place. Users are able to input data on the ECP intuitively.
System Configuration
We show system configuration in Fig. 3 . Hardware and software configuration is as follows: Wireless LAN based TCP/IP, server OS Debian GNU/Linux, and other adopted softwares Apache 2.0.47 and PHP 4.3.3. We implemented this system as Web application. PDA hardware is Fujitsu POKET LOOX FLX2H, and PDA's operating system is Microsoft  Pocket PC2002.
Software Design
We designed our system as Web application with both PDA and PC to keep portability and versatility.
Usability Both with PDA and PC
We designed this system not only for PDA but also for PC. However, the design is different for PDA and PC individually. Web browsers for PC and PDA are very much different in their specification and screen size. We designed PDA's software to adjust the restriction of PDA's specification. Furthermore, PC's software was designed as such that it could accommodate both Internet Explorer and Netscape  .
Web Application with Intuitive User Interface Keeping Affinity to Paper Based Path
We designed this system as Web application because we noticed that portability and versatility are required for the proposed model. We designed this system to be used by users intuitively, enabling them to record progress of medical care for a patient by inputting HTML forms such as checkbox, radio-button, free-text input area, and so forth on this system. The reason for adopting HTML is to help users to shift from paper-based Path to computerized Path. A sizeable number of medical staffs are neither familiar with computer operation nor eager to operate computer device. Thus many of them are not quick at computer handling, therefore minimization of frequency of input operation is essential. In this system minimization of frequency of free-text input is also valuable. On the other hand, variances of Path must be input by free-text because there is no standard form of variances.
Relationship Between SSDM and Implementation of Grid of Path
Items included in "generally defined hierarchical structure" in Fig. 2 correspond to two-dimensional grid of Fig. 1 while items included in "individually defined hierarchical structure" in Fig. 2 correspond to cells or components of grid of Fig. 1 .
Design to Display Phases and Show Progress of Care on Restriction of PDA and its Web Browser
It is important to display phases of a Path, because Paths are used to control and manage progress of care for patients. It is effective to display the whole picture of a Path on one screen in order to grasp the progress of the Path at a glance. We designed one screen for PC and two screens for PDA. The display format of each screen for PDA and PC is designed as follows: Cells are classified by background colors, a completed cell will have green color while an incomplete cell will be yellow colored.
The screen for PC has two-dimensional arrangement of cells. From this screen an operator will be able to jump to input screen of any cell (Fig. 4) .
Web browsers for PDAs have restrictions, because they cannot use frames of HTML. To address these restrictions, we implemented two kinds of screens for PDA, which are as follows: (A) A screen with cells serially perpendicular. From this screen an operator is able to jump to input screen of each cell (Fig. 5). (B) A screen with two-dimensional arrangement of cells belongs to unfinished phases. In other words, if all cells that belong to a phase are fulfilled, the phase is not displayed. This screen is intended to reduce the size of tables displayed on screen of a PDA because the width of PDA's screen is small (Fig. 6) . 
Screen to Input the Progress of Each Cell
A screen prepared to input the progress of each cell consists of checkboxes, radio-buttons, an area to input variances, an area to keep special notes, and a signature of the operator (Fig. 7) . The number and the statements of checkboxes and radio-buttons of cells differ from each other. In order to record the state of care, an operator checks or inputs the corresponding checkboxes, radio-buttons, variances, and so forth. Variances, special notes, and a signature of every cell are free-text. Because topics of variances are not described as prepared in HTML formats, when an operator intends to input variances, he/she checks the checkbox of "there exist variances" and then types variances as free-text. Only confirmation on "there exist variances" is not enough. If he/she doesn't type variances as free-text, the system displays error message and prompts appropriate re-input. The same holds true for special notes such as "an addition to prescription." As described above, if an operator clicks submit button of a cell without checking/typing a mandatory item, the system displays error message and prompts appropriate re-input. However, all logs even of deficient input operation will be recorded. It is important to keep all the access logs to this system because this system permits access from two or more users.
Patient Profile
Every patient has information of health, disease, and clinical history, which is peculiar to each person. A patient ID number, date of physician visit, date of surgical procedure (if applicable), name of the family doctor, and other basic items of the patient are inputted in a patient profile input screen.
Record Format of Log
The system records logs additionally as text file delimited by tabs. This data format enables us to make database from logs. The database is used as storage of data and utilized for secondary use.
RESULTS
Our system functioned with the specification as expected. Users will be able to perform input and output operation with both PDA and PC. Figure 4 is a screen that shows progress of care. From this screen user will jump to corresponding screen after clicking a jump-button. This screen is designed for PC.
We assign numbers with the vertical axis (row) which attributes care category with R1, R2, . . . , Rn, and the horizontal axis (column) which attributes phase with C1, C2, . . . , Cn, in order to call each cell which constitutes the two-dimensional table of a Path. For example, the cell that locates on third row and second column is R3C2.
The cell R1C6 is a fulfilled cell since it is green color-coded, and the cell R2C6 is a not-filled cell since it is yellow color-coded. If an operator clicks the text "input R2C6," his/her Web browser will jump to "the input screen of cell R2C6" for PC.
Items of medical drugs such as Cefzon  and Cravit  are color-coded in each cell. If multiple drugs are prescribed, color of individual drug item will be changed after it is given to the patient. Figure 5 is a screen used to jump to input screen of cell designed for PDA. As with the screen for PC, green cells show filled cells and yellow cells show not-filled cells. If an operator clicks the text "input R2C6", his/her Web browser will jump to "the input screen of cell R2C6" for PDA (Fig. 7) . In addition, although not shown in Fig. 5 , similar color changes will be displayed in Fig. 5 . Figure 6 is a screen showing the progress of care designed for PDA. Cell if unfinished, will be colored as yellow, and displayed anyway as in Fig. 6 . In other words this screen displays phases that contain unfinished cells. Figure 7 is a screen to input progress of a cell displayed on PDA. Three checkboxes are checked, "there exist variances" is chosen, and the free-text of variances is typed.
DISCUSSION
By introducing SSDM, we showed the correspondence between schema of Paths and implementation of ECP. This model is considered as a basis of standard ECPs. Our model enables us to implement ECP with the two-dimensional appearance of Path and flexible structure of care categories described in each cell. This effect is obtained by the design that nodes and edges of some upper hierarchy have general definition and the lower nodes and edges have individual definition.
We consider that ECP using PDA is practical from now. Our system is the first description of ECP adapted to PDA. Satisfactory results are obtained in the restriction of current feature of hardware and software. In order to operate practically a computerized Path using PDA as inputting device, operating test, and collecting problems are necessary. We tentatively show the problems and their solutions, which are as follows:
Appropriate width qof screen, font size, and screen resolution: If fonts of characters and size of window are too small, medical staffs may not properly visualize the contents of PDA screen. Appropriate response time: If the duration from input to response of the system is long for each operator subjectively, it is certain that care made by staffs will be late, and rhythm of care will be disturbed. In order to implement this system for practical use, response time should not disturb the medical care. It is important to design a system with preferable response time. Module libraries for configuration of system: Paths have a commonality of structure and common constituent components, (9) however, they have formats specific for diseases and hospitals. If one analyzes the structure of Paths and prepare module libraries of Path, it will be possible to computerize existing Paths or configure new ECP system by combining the prepared modules. In other words, Path systems will have both portability and versatility. SSDM is suitable for implementation of ECP: By introducing SSMD to describe the data model of Path, we are able to design and implement each component of ECP with hierarchical orientation. SSDM has Affinity for XML: SSDM has large affinity for XML. (8, 11) Our system keeps record of logs as text file delimited by tabs. If the system has specification to convert the log file into XML data, we will obtain several useful application data from record of ECP.
